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Charlottesville’s Confederate
Monuments: Bound for Demolition?
By Jackson Samples and Megha Karthikeyan

nearly 100 years of
existence, this legacy
appears to have been
sufficiently challenged by
community activists to the
point where these
monuments’ days are
finally numbered.
A good example of the
recent challenging of
offensive monuments is
the Charlottesville City
Council vote to remove the
Lewis and Clark statue on
Main Street a few weeks
ago. The Council had been
discussing the possible
removal for months and
heard testimony from the
Shoshone Tribe who are
descendants of Sacagawea.
They said that Native
American women had been
misrepresented and
underrepresented for
hundreds of years,
especially Sacagawea. She
was a Native American
woman who helped Lewis
and Clark navigate new
territories and served as a
guide and translator.
However, the credit was
entirely given to Lewis and
Clark and the statue
portrays this. Both men are
seen as large figures while
Sacagawea is crouched on
the side.
On November 15th, in a 40 vote, the City Council
voted to remove the Lewis
and Clark statue from the
area. This development is
significant because in the
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The Robert E. Lee statue
found in Charlottesville’s
Market Street Park remains
in the Virginia Landmark
Registry, described as a
“powerful composition”
situated in “a place worthy
of a likeness of the
Confederacy’s most
distinguished general.” In
spite of this official and
largely positive narrative,
however, the actual racist
history of the statue is
well-known within the
Black Charlottesville
community and beyond.
Not only is it obvious that
Lee fought ruthlessly to
uphold the institution of
slavery, but it is well
documented that such
statues of Confederate
generals were part of an
effort during the early 20th

century to intimidate Black
communities and announce
the coming of a “white
supremacist future.” Prior
to the statue’s unveiling,
there were festivals, galas,
and a Ku Klux Klan parade
through the city that
attracted thousands of
people to line the streets.
At the actual ceremony,
then-UVA’s President
Edwin Alderman went on
to describe the slaveowning general as “the
embodiment of the best
that there is” in Virginia.
With this added context in
mind, it becomes clear that
Confederate monuments
had (and thus continue to
have) the incontrovertibly
racist purpose of
legitimating white
supremacy and its
champions. Yet after
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past, the Council put up a
plaque to honor Sacagawea
and was considering other
options but never decided
on removing the statue.
This momentous vote is
demonstrative of the
changing views on
Confederate and offensive
monuments throughout the
City’s landscape.
There has also been a lot of
anger directed towards
various Confederate
monuments, in the form of
vandalism and also protest.
After the deadly August
11th and 12th Unite the
Right rally in 2017, the
Charlottesville City
Council decided to wrap
black tarps around the
Robert E. Lee and
Stonewall Jackson statues
as a sign of mourning but
also to prevent vandalism
and further anger from
protestors and Neo-Nazis.
Though the Council
wanted to remove the
statues, there were appeals
from various groups on the
premise that they
represented war memorials
and should not be
removed. This tarp was a
temporary solution that did
not work—in February
2018, a judge ruled that the
tarp had to be removed.
Most Charlottesville
residents do not pay much
attention to the statues on a
daily basis as it isn’t a part
of everyday life; however,
6
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the concept of removing
them stokes some fear and
anger in people.

thing, but it died in a
Republican-controlled
subcommittee.

So what are the next steps
towards removing the
statues? Delegate and
University Professor Sally
Hudson, who now
represents UVA students
and Charlottesville City in
the state legislature, said in
an email response to us
that she plans to push for
specific legislation that
would grant permission for
localities to remove
offensive monuments —
this would essentially
prevent courts from
interfering with
Charlottesville’s attempts
at removal, clearing the
way for speedy action to
be taken. Delegate David
Toscano introduced HB
2377 last session, which
attempted to do the same

With Democrats now in
full control over the
legislature and Governor’s
Mansion in Virgnia,
however, such a bill
appears very likely to pass
during the next General
Assembly session, which
starts next January.
Beyond these specific
monuments, not to
mention, Hudson
mentioned to us that she
hopes to get involved in
“the policy-specifics of
state involvement in public
art, memorials, museums,
etc.” and is “eager to
support the work” of
encouraging a public
history that is all-in-all
inclusive, accurate, and
unafraid to tackle painful
subjects.

President Ryan reveals living wage plan for contracted
employees starting January 1
By Claire Schweiker
On October 24th, President Jim Ryan
announced that starting January 1, the
University will work in partnership with its
major contractors to ensure that all contracted
employees will be paid at least $15 per hour. This
followed a March 7th announcement in which
President Ryan pledged that the University will
pay all full-time employees who are eligible for
benefits a $15 minimum wage. In the March
notice, President Ryan expressed that the
University was in the process of negotiating the
same living wage plan for contracted workers.
Seven months later, the University is following
through on its promise to commit to improving
the wages of its contracted employees.
The plan for contracted employees is expected
to affect over 800 workers. When grouped with
the 1,239 Academic Division and Medical Center employees receiving increases, the total amount of
employees affected is just over 2,000. UVA Human Resources projects that under this new system, 96% of
full-time and contracted full-time employees will be earning a wage of at least $15 per hour.
While some may view the push for living wage as a fairly recent debate, this is far from the case at the
University of Virginia. On February 19,1969, students petitioned then UVA president Edgar Shannon and
the General Assembly to raise wages for non academic employees among a list of demands combatting the
University’s ‘Racist Atmosphere’. In February 2006, the Living Wage Committee urged the University to
institute a living wage for contracted employees, leading to a heated sit-in at President Casteen’s office
that resulted in the arrests of several students and a professor. As recently as April 2015, members of the
Black Student Alliance called on the University to investigate the effects of instituting a living wage to its
direct employees in the “Towards a Better University” proposal.
Despite the ongoing demands of these students and other Charlottesville activists, the living wage had not
been prioritized by University administration until this year. In his email announcing the campaign,
President Ryan also noted the importance of improved wages within the community at large, emphasizing
related issues facing Charlottesville such as affordable housing and public health care. While these
measures taken by the University administration are certainly steps in the right direction, as President
Ryan indicated, the struggle is far from over. Surrounding the argument for a living wage are broader
questions about the University’s role in the greater community and how it will continue to have critical
implications on those who call Charlottesville home.

Minority Undergraduate Enrollment: 10-Year Challenge Edition
It is almost the end of the decade, and social media feeds are filled with “10-Year Challenge” posts. These
consist of side-by-side snapshots of transformations from the beginning of the decade to the end of the
decade. We decided to put UVA’s admissions and enrollment statistics to the test with this same 10 Year
Challenge.

From 2009 to 2018, both total undergraduate enrollment and minority undergraduate enrollment went up
significantly. Total undergraduate enrollment increased by 14%, and minority undergraduate enrollment
increased by 45%.

Even though minority enrollment went up, undergraduate African American enrollment went down by 10%,
while white enrollment continued to increase by 6%. Over the same period, the yield rate for African American
students went down by 5% from 57% to 52% between 2009 and 2018.

This 10-year period shows that while UVA has been able to diversify some, it is still not a place that
actively attracts African American students in high numbers. In 2012, total African American enrollment
went below 1,000 for the first time since the 1990s.
With a decreasing yield rate and decreasing total enrollment numbers for African Americans, the
University has not been able to meet demands to make UVA a more inclusive university that attracts a
more racially diverse student body.
Let’s hold UVA accountable over the next 10 years to make substantive changes that make the university
accessible and welcoming to all.
https://ira.virginia.edu/university-stats-facts/undergraduate-admissions
https://diversitydata.virginia.edu/

Student Athletes on Diversity in Athletics

Interviews conducted by: Georgia Farthing and Shuchi Amin
Student A is a cheerleader on the all women cheer team at UVA.
Student B is a track and field athlete at UVA.
How has your experience been in the athletic community at UVA?
A: I am nothing but grateful for the experience on my team and in the
athletic community. I am constantly surrounded by caring, passionate, and
intelligent people that have had such a positive impact on my college career.
There is so much support in the athletic community and everyone has each
other’s back. The friendships I have made being a part of the athletics
community are something that I will cherish for a lifetime.
B: The athletic community at UVA is a very welcoming place that I am happy to be a part of. As an outof-state student I was worried about coming so far from home, but the athletic community and my team
have been a home for me here. The family that I have made here make me want to come back to school
each year.
What is your opinion on how diversity and race relations are handled in athletics at UVA?
A: From my experience, race relations are handled respectfully and intently by athletics. There are
committees such as Student Athlete Mentors (SAM) that have those diﬃcult conversations and those
leaders are charged with taking those notes back to their team. In my opinion, the diversity and inclusion
among athletics teams is better than that of the University as a whole.
B: I believe that the University is prioritizing increasing diversity in athletics at UVA. Focus on not only
bringing in a diverse group of athletes, but also increasing diversity in faculty within the athletics
department has definitely increased in the previous few years.
Have you seen/experienced the University making any changes to increase diversity?
A: While it is challenging to take on a task such as increasing diversity on college grounds, UVA seems
to be taking strides in that direction. By oﬀering opportunities to first generation college students, UVA is
beginning to attract those students who may not have previously considered this University as a
possibility.
B: Recently UVA has hired its first black female athletic director, Carla Williams. Having her here is a
huge step for the athletics department as she is the first African-American athletics director not only
here, but at a Power Five conference institution.
How do you think UVA could improve in terms of race relations in athletics?
A: I think UVA athletics could incorporate race relations into a beginning of the year conversation.
Instead of having all the athletes complete the dreaded “not on our grounds” training every year, they
could have a mandatory meeting for teams to come together and just talk about the individual people
and experiences that make up each team. Getting to know the more meaningful backgrounds about
your teammates makes all the diﬀerence and can even lead to a better functioning team.
B: I think that UVA could definitely improve by addressing race
relations with the athletes more. Having these conversations spread
throughout the year, rather than focusing on the beginning would
make them more commonplace. I personally believe that would
make any tougher conversations easier for us to have as athletes.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN VIRGINIA: AN URGENT CRISIS

By Jacob Asch and Audrey Fahlberg
Housing is an incredibly important, but often neglected public policy problem in the U.S. In
many growing cities, such as Charlottesville, where the stock of affordable housing has
remained fixed while the local population has grown. While it seems logical that in the face
of such an influx of people, developers should be allowed to increase the supply of housing,
restrictive zoning laws put in place by local governments stand in their way. As outwardly
neutral as Charlottesville’s zoning laws and urban renewal projects may appear on paper, a
historical dive into their disproportionate impact on minority and low-income families
reveals their discriminatory undertones.
These laws can come in many forms such as minimum lot sizes, parking minimums, a ban on
multi-family dwellings or density limits. These regulations artificially decrease the supply of
housing and make housing increasingly unaffordable for those at the low end of the income
distribution. Restrictive housing regulations can also take a toll on economic and job growth
by creating artificial land scarcities. Unsurprisingly, those who bear the brunt of these
policies are low-income and minority communities.
Charlottesville is a good example of a city that is in the midst of grappling with these issues.
The City has been grappling with an affordable housing “crisis” with a huge shortage of units
needed to house the growing population. That shortage has led to an 18% increase in rent in
Charlottesville between 2013-2018, which presents a substantial burden on

low-income families already struggling to make ends meet. This problem is worsened
through competition between students and local residents for affordable housing, as well as
the University continuing to expand into the city.
Whereas U.Va. students are typically able to afford increasing rent prices, many low-income
residents are being pushed out of neighborhoods they have lived in for years. President Jim
Ryan has also addressed the City’s housing crisis in his 2030 plan, where he explicitly
planned to address affordable housing in his Good Neighbor Program, albeit the details
remain vague in regards to how he plans to do so. Ryan’s plan to require all second-years to
live in on-Grounds housing will also alleviate the University community’s expansion into the
City, opening up more housing options for low-income Charlottesville residents.
This crisis did not spring out of nowhere, however, as old maps of the city’s planning history
show the racist undertones of Charlottesville zoning laws. Beginning in the early twentieth
century, white neighborhood associations began lobbying Charlottesville city council

“The racist history of Charlottesville’s zoning
laws and urban renewal projects continues to
exacerbate the City’s housing crisis.”
members for single-family zoning laws and racially restrictive neighborhood covenants,
which were designed for the sole purpose of pushing black families out of white
neighborhoods. Zoning laws also went so far as to zone historically black neighborhoods as
industrial areas, meaning the city could later justify the destruction of communities such as
Vinegar Hill for the purpose of urban renewal. Even though restrictive covenants became
illegal in 1968, de facto housing segregation still exists, as most single-family zoned
neighborhoods remain racially homogeneous and unaffordable for low-income minority
communities.
While the situation is dire, there is some hope for reform. Charlottesville recently elected
Michael Payne to City Council, who is a staunch advocate of zoning reform and will most
definitely work to implement reforms. However, there needs to be more systemic change
than local officials can manage on their own. One way for the federal government to help
address these problems is to attach requirements to transportation funding that localities
must reduce zoning restrictions in order to access funds. Given that state and local
governments need these funds in order to pursue their projects, this could be a useful
strategy policymakers in Washington could pursue.
Legislative progress cannot be made on the housing crisis unless more city council officials
publicly acknowledge the racist undertones of our City’s zoning laws. Moving forward,
Charlottesville must completely abolish its restrictive zoning laws and density requirements,
as the only purpose they serve is to preserve the racial homogeneity of upper class white
families. Although the University has made progress in building more on-Grounds housing
for its students, it must do more to recognize the role it plays in exacerbating the City’s
housing crisis.

It’s time to end legacy admissions
By Ellie Brasacchio
Imagine there are two students applying to the University of Virginia. One of these students is
considered a legacy student - one or more of their parents are alumni of the University. The
other student does not have legacy status. The legacy student is almost twice as likely to be
admitted to the University than the non-legacy student. Why?
At the University of Virginia, the Office of Admissions takes the legacy status of applicants into
consideration during the admissions process. Legacy status is defined by the University as “a
student whose parent, step-parent, or adoptive parent has a degree from UVA.” The Cavalier
Daily reported that for the class of 2023, 42 percent of legacy applicants to the University
received an offer of admission - nearly twice the rate of non-legacies. Many institutions across
the country consider the legacy status of applicants, and these legacy students are
overwhelmingly white, wealthy, and admitted at higher rates than non-legacies. While the
University argues, it maintains the legacy admissions process to foster “intergeneration
connection” and bring in alumni money, these
defenses are flawed. If the University seeks to
have fair and equitable admissions processes,
as it should as a public institution, it should
stop considering legacy status. Universities like
U.Va. offer two main defenses of maintaining
legacy admissions. The first, given by Provost
Liz Magill at Student Council’s forum on the
University watch-list, is that legacy students
bring “intergenerational connection” to the
University. Considering that the University has
been majority white and majority wealthy since
its creation, it is certain that the majority of
students able to offer this “intergenerational
connection” to the University are white and
Photo Courtesy of
wealthy. Further, the main reason why the University would want
to foster this intergenerational connection, and the second defense
Wikimedia Commons
of legacy admissions, is that it increases alumni donations to the
University. They believe that alumni are more likely to donate is their child is more likely to get
into the University. Besides this flawed rationale which is essentially defending bribery, a study
that tracked alumni donations from 1998 to 2008 at the top 100 American universities showed
that legacy preferences do not correlate with increased donations from alumni. At Yale, the rate
of legacy admissions from 1998 to 2008 decreased, while alumni donations increased. Further,
universities such as MIT, Cal Tech, Oxford, Cambridge, and UC Berkeley do not consider legacy
status, and none of them are strapped for cash.
While about 42 percent of admissions directors at private institutions take legacy status into
consideration, only 6 percent of admissions directors at public institutions do - which includes
the University of Virginia. As a public institution, the University has a duty to democratize
education, to level the playing field, to have a fair and equitable admissions process. By
considering legacy status in the admissions process, the University runs contrary to that duty.
Thomas Jefferson’s motivation in establishing the University of Virginia as a public institution
was to establish an alternative to the hereditary privilege provided in Great Britain and at
private universities. The University has yet to live up to its creed in a multitude of ways,
including its continuation of legacy admissions. The University needs to end the consideration
of legacy status in the admissions process.

TOP 10 ALBUMS OF THE DECADE
The records that will resonate for decades to come. Featuring
Kendrick Lamar, Solange, and Janelle Monae.
By Anya Karaman

FAN ALBUM COVER ART. PHOTO
COURTESY OF PINTEREST.

1.Blonde (2016) - Frank Ocean
Just as 2016 was the hinge year of a grotesque age, Ocean is the
hinge artist of our generation. Facing a hellish year of police brutality
and the election of a new, racist president, Ocean’s silence on
political and cultural matters of the time was growing louder. When
he broke this silence with Blonde, his message was deafening:
simply existing is a feat. Ocean’s songs of lovesickness ache of a
pain closely tied to the political, cultural, and physical attacks on
black and queer bodies in the 2010s. But instead of responding with
loud, parading ballads of freedom and solidarity, Ocean chooses to
produce a soft, sweeping album meditating on the daily experiences
of love and loss. Frank’s graceful weaving of multiple genres--gospel,
lo-fi, R&B--mimics the sheer breadth and depth of topics that Ocean
tackles: Blonde is thinking about families, what it means to live
outside of society as a young, black, queer man, and how nostalgia
is an inescapable yet dangerous part of our country.

2. A Seat at the Table (2016) - Solange
Rage, despair, loneliness, empowerment-Solange’s groundbreaking album touches on
every one of these themes with grace, soul,
and a quiet fervor. At the crux of this album is
a young black woman reflecting on her
intensely personal experiences with larger
black cultural motifs, like F.U.B.U., hair, and
getting mad. From her hair to her sexuality,
from her childhood memories to her present
anxieties—Solange Knowles gives us, the
listeners, a seat at her table.

SOLANGE KNOWLES DROPPED A VISUAL BOOK ALONGSIDE IN 2016 TO
CELEBRATE BLACK BEAUTY. PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS RIOTTA/MIC.

3. To Pimp a Butterfly (2015) - Kendrick Lamar
An activist classic--and only four years old at that--TPAB is more than an album: it is Kendrick Lamar’s
powerful aﬃrmation of love, prayer, sorrow, and grief. Released three years after Trayvon Martin was
gunned down and just over a year after Michael Brown and Eric Garner were murdered, this album is
contextualized by anger, sadness, and pain. But through frustration echoed in “The Blacker the Berry”
and “u” come songs of plain hope and sympathy, like “Alright” and “i”. Kendrick soulfully navigates the
fraught dichotomy of being black and being African, and where the two overlap. TPAB is spoken word
poetry, an eclectic and deeply emotional exploration of self-love and hate, fame, the contemporary
diaspora, violence, race, and politics. Through it all, Kendrick reminds us that “we gon’ be alright,” giving
us a project that feels as hopeful and relevant today as it will in twenty, fifty years
4. Black Messiah (2014) - D’Angelo & the Vanguards
“All we wanted was a chance to talk/’Stead we only got outlined in chalk.” D’Angelo’s “The Charade” is
just one song of many that responds to the ravages of police brutality with soul, funk, and falsetto.
Appearing after a 14-year hiatus, Black Messiah could not come at a more appropriate time than during
the #BlackLivesMatter era. And with features by Fred Hampton and other Black Panther Party leaders,
this album stands as a timeless call and response to the historical narrative of black resistance.

5. Lemonade (2016) - Beyonce
At this point, it seems like every Beyonce
album drop is a culture-shattering moment.
But Lemonade somehow stood apart from
the rest of her moment-defining projects by
being her most personal, vulnerable look
into marriage, motherhood, and family. And
as one of the most well-known black artists
in the world, Beyonce continued to
surprise by touching on issues of racial
solidarity and black culture in a way she
hadn’t before, including standout lines
such as, “I got hot sauce in my bag, swag”
and “I’m a riot through your borders/Call
me bulletproof.”

BEYONCE RELEASED OVER 100 BEHIND-THE-SCENES PHOTOS FROM THE
FILMING OF LEMONADE. PHOTO COURTESY OF BEYONCE.COM.

6. The Epic (2015) - Kamasi Washington
A modern-day jazz album of cosmic casualness, The Epic is an orchestration of jazz musicians who
grew up around the grooves of Compton hip hop and Southern California funk. These influences seep
into the album in its feel, its sound, and its appropriately modern message of harmony with nature and
with self. Washington and his crew are shaping both the history and future of jazz with songs that are at
once thundering and calm, celestial and grounding.
7. CTRL (2017) - SZA
SZA broke ground with her 2017 debut album by navigating the deeply complex story of a young black
woman coming into herself. SZA’s hyper-specific stories of Netflix binges, working multiple jobs, and
worrying about the size of her butt becomes a storybook that an entire generation of millennials can
relate to. As SZA questions how “normal” of a girl she is and how she can’t be comfortable “just with
myself,” she raises the issue of fitting into an image-focused, media-driven society as a millennial.
8. Dirty Computer (2018) - Janelle Monae
Playing with the totems and conventions of race, gender expression, and sexuality,
Janelle Monae produced a sci-fi cinematic masterpiece in the form of her dual
audio-visual album Dirty Computer. Monae’s funky, soulful story of asserting her
individuality in the face of a totalitarian regime pushes a greater narrative of
fighting for LGBTQ+ rights. In the process, she asserts a cultural shift towards a
more inclusive, loving society—despite the repressive government trying to quell
that movement. (Photo courtesy of Dirty Computer Emotion Picture).
9. We got it from Here… Thank You 4 Your service (2016) - A Tribe Called Quest
A recent album from a long-standing group, A Tribe Called Quest’s 2016 album is a standout entry in a
long queue of artistic responses to the 2016 elections. But the fury and sadness that ATCQ brews is not
new; songs like “We The People...” and “The Space Program” could have been released twenty years
earlier, when our country was facing similar dilemmas around race and space. Conversing with both the
ancestry of hip hop and the philosophy of black humanism, ATCQ crushes the notion that the frightening
violence we see inflicted on black people today is a recent phenomenon.
10. Whack World (2018) - Tierra Whack
Standing at just fifteen minutes long, Whack World is already cementing Tierra Whack as a rap force to
be reckoned with for years to come. Whack doesn’t waste a second of the album’s runtime, using every
minute to show oﬀ her vocal and artistic prowess. Whether she’s spitting rhymes with the fervor of her
more commercialized male counterparts or spinning a story about fried chicken or dead dogs (both
metaphors for violence in her hometown), Tierra Whack’s imagination redefines popular expectations for
the female rapper.

How Just Mercy Changed my Life
By TJ Joyce

It has been five years since this book was released,
but I cannot get it off of my mind. I keep coming
across people who—for some reason—have yet to
read it. In light of the forthcoming release of the film
‘Just Mercy’ starring Michael B. Jordan as Bryan
Stevenson and Jamie Foxx as Walter McMillian, I
do not believe a review of a book from 2014 in
2019 is out of place.
‘Just Mercy’ takes readers on a journey to the
southern United States; Alabama to be more
specific. In the 1980’s, Mr. Stevenson had just set
up a law practice to protect those whom had
been unfairly treated by a failed criminal
justice system. Stevenson tells the story of
many clients, but the one of most note and
the one upon which the 2019 film is based
would be the story of Walter McMillian. In
1986, Mr. McMillian—an innocent black man
—was sentenced to death for the murder of
an 18-year old white woman.
Stevenson grew up in Southern Delaware,
the great-grandson of enslaved Virginians.
Born in 1959, just five years after the passage
of the famed Supreme Court case Brown v. Board
of Education, he grew up in an America that was
struggling and often failed to confront the legacies
of Jim Crow. This alone could be attributed to
Stevenson’s life’s work of fighting for those who
have been wrongly sentenced by an unjust criminal
justice system.
Stevenson elected to take the high road. Less than
ten years later, with degrees from Harvard Law
School and the Kennedy School of Government, he
decided to pursue civil rights law in the South.
Stevenson got his start at the Southern Center for
Human Rights prior to moving to Alabama to found
the Equal Justice Initiative.
Stevenson has gone on to be a tremendously
successful lawyer, winning victories for numerous
defendants such as mentally ill inmates facing
unfair treatment in prison and unfairly sentenced
juveniles.
Stevenson goes on to describe his time fighting for
children who had been sentenced to life without
parole for violent crimes, the likes of which resulted
in the death of his Grandfather. He wanted to figure
out what caused children to commit such violent
acts, and how they may be prevented in the future.
Stevenson writes about the unique paradigm
through which the criminal justice system views
minors when he writes, “the incongruity of not
allowing children to smoke, drink, vote . . . because
of their well—recognized lack of maturing and
judgment while simultaneously treating some of the

most at—risk, neglected, and impaired children
exactly the same as full-grown adults in the criminal
justice system.”
Stevenson took one such case all the way to the
Supreme Court. Evan Miller, at age 14, beat a
middle aged man to death with a baseball bat and
was sentenced to life without parole. When the
court heard the case in 2012, they held that
mandatory life sentences without parole for children
violated the Eighth Amendment.
Stevenson makes clear that ‘Just Mercy’ is a
memoir when he recounts numerous defeats
like that of Michael Lindsey who, like
McMillian, was sentenced to life by a jury of
his peers but saw that sentence overridden
by an elected trial judge. Stevenson went so
far as to appeal to the Governor of Alabama
directly for clemency. However, Gov. Guy
Hunt declined because he did not want to
“go against the wishes of the community
expressed by the jury,” despite the fact that
the jury directly expressed the fact that
Lindsey’s life should be spared. Who would’ve
thought that a chief executive could be so bold as
to lie about a material fact?
Perhaps the most important skill in Stevenson’s
arsenal is his writing ability. No one is more capable
of identifying problems with our society and
encouraging civic action indirectly. I am the son of
two Baltimore City police officers. Prior to reading
this memoir for the first time in the fall of 2016, my
opinion of the American criminal justice system at
home in Maryland and throughout the entire nation
was sparkling. If I were to rate it, I would have given
it an A+ and said that all police officers across the
country were the moral peers of the Pope and the
Greek and Roman gods. My local moral universe
had told me everything I needed to know about the
police—that is, until I read this book.
I am now a pre-law student studying history at the
University as a direct result of this book and my aim
is to practice civil rights law and fight for the
wrongly accused. Prior to reading “Just Mercy,” I
had no aim in life. I had no career aspirations
whatsoever, least of all, being a lawyer. Attaining a
law degree sounded absolutely laughable. All until I
read Stevenson’s writing for the first time.
If you think all is fine and dandy in America which—
if you have read this far—I doubt you do, read this
book. Even if you hate reading with a passion, just
like I did, open it up and start reading.
Or just wait for the movie to come out on December
25th, 2019.
Trust me, you will be glad that you did.

Biracial Protest Coalitions in Alice Walker’s Meridian
By Matthew Frank
Alice Walker‘s second novel
Meridian, published in 1976,
traces the life of a female civil
rights activist named Meridian
from her teenage pregnancy to
her education at the all-female
HBCU Saxon (Spelman) College
to her ascent as a revolutionary
in the South. Meridian contains
elements of Walker‘s famous
womanist approach, engaging
with issues of sexual fulfillment
and portraying a strong female
protagonist. While Meridian is
the primary focus of the novel,
the perspective temporarily
shifts to her fellow activist
Lynne, a white Jewish woman
from the North who moves to
the South to join the Civil Rights
Movement. Lynne marries
Meridian‘s former lover Truman,
a black man, and they have a
child together. When their child
tragically dies, Truman returns to
the South to grieve with
Meridian, and Lynne comes
down to find Truman, putting
Meridian in the middle of a love
triangle yet again.Lynne exists
on a spectrum of race, not
identifying with white people
nor being fully accepted as a
member of the Civil Rights
Movement as the Black Power
ideology is beginning to take
hold. Walker depicts Lynne as
possessing some phenotypically
black characteristics like darker
complexion and coarser hair,
but she can never truly be
anything more than an ally to
the cause due to her whiteness.
Walker is describing a trend that
existed as the Civil Rights
Movement gave way to Black

ALICE WALKER ATTENDS THE CHICAGO HUMANITIES FESTIVAL IN 2018 TO SPEAK
ABOUT HER NEW BOOK, TAKING THE ARROW OUT OF THE HEART. PHOTOS
COURTESY OF BEN GONZALES/CHICAGO HUMANITIES FESTIVAL AND AMAZON.COM.

Power. By 1966, the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) kicked out
white people. This move came
as a shock to white allies of the
Movement, especially in light of
the murders of Andrew
Goldman and Michael
Schwerner, both of whom were
Jewish, during the Mississippi
Freedom Summer in 1964.
Walker‘s recent allegations of
anti-semitism aside, Walker and
SNCC get at the question of
what it means to have
multiracial coalitions in a black
protest movement. I wonder
how the University of Virginia
would have looked had a
homogeneous black civil rights
group existed on Grounds in the
1970s. The 1969 and 1970
protests at the University of
Virginia were biracial by
necessity: there were not
enough black people to even
form a crowd in protest. To what
extent did the biraciality of
these protests undermine or
moderate the demands of black
students in order to attain

widespread approval from
progressive white activists?
James Roebuck, the first African
American elected as Student
Council President (1969-1970
was far from a revolutionary.
Had there been more black
students at UVA during that
time, there would likely have
been debates about who should
be included in the protest and
who should not.
The concept of who gets to
participate in protest movements
and speak for minorities is still
an ongoing conversation. It was
a huge controversy when Jewish
Leadership Council was left out
of the Minority Rights Coalition
due to disagreements over the
former‘s alleged support for
Israel. These choices are
important ones because a
protest movement is only strong
when everyone shares the same
goals. When the stakes are so
high, such is the case with the
Black Power movement in the
1960s and 70s, difficult
decisions must be made for the
sake of the cause.

Representation at UVa: Cara Romero’s Kaa
By Charlotte Sippel
Representation of marginalized groups is an
around the earth, but when she is put under fire
issue at every university. It can come in the form
no man can master her because she is so
of demographics on the Board of Visitors, the
unpredictable. Romero sees Claywoman as a
racial makeup of professors, or esteemed guests
metaphor to Native American women. Due to an
whom the university invites to speak. At a school
increasing number of Native American men going
like the University of Virginia, which has a national
to war and coming back changed, or suﬀering
museum on its campus, this representation also
from alcoholism or drug addiction, many Native
comes in the form of artwork. On the University’s
American women have become either single
grounds, the Fralin
mothers or head of the
Museum has pledged
household. Claywoman
that eighty percent of
is emblematic of how
their new artists will
strong and powerful
come from marginalized
Native American women
groups. There are many
are. Romero names her
reasons that this is a
works after the models
promising step. First, a
she uses in order to give
lack of representation
them agency, which is
can be damaging to
why this photograph is
people of marginalized
called Kaa. Kaa is a clay
groups. For students in
artist from the Cochitithe School of
Pueblo dynasty, a nation
Architecture, it can be
of clay makers. Her hair
very disheartening not
in motion captures the
to see people of their
catalyst moment when
backgrounds displayed
clay changes in the firing
at the museum right
process. Her body has
next to their classrooms.
an ancestral Puebloan
As well, representation
design, which speaks to
of marginalized groups
how the spirit of
can break down
Claywoman got passed
stereotypes and foster
down to Kaa through
individuality within that
thousands of years. By
group. Each artist tells a
photographing this
diﬀerent story, and these
modern Native American
stories can help break
woman as a thousanddown barriers and
year-old tradition,
ALL SIZES OF KAA ARE CURRENTLY SOLD OUT ON CARA
ROMERO’S WEBSITE, STARTING AT $575.00. PHOTO
prejudices.
Romero shows that
COURTESY OF CARA ROMERO PHOTOGRAPHY.
One of the artists that
Native Americans are
the Fralin has pledged
just as indigenous as
to display is Cara Romero, with her work Kaa.
ever, even in the modern world. I highly suggest
Romero is originally from the Mojave Desert. She
everyone go see the piece in the Fralin. It is a
is part of the Chemehuevi tribe which spans
beautiful work, and thoughtful representation of
Utah. She uses photography to represent diverse
the Cochiti-Pueblo tribe.
Native American tribes, protest pan-Nativism,
This increased representation at the Fralin is
and counter the exploitation and dehumanization
very promising, and is just one aspect of a larger
of Native Americans. Kaa was created in 2017
movement at the University of Virginia to increase
and came from the oral tradition about
the representation of marginalized groups.
Claywoman. Claywoman is the spirit of the clay.
Increased representation causes everyone to feel
She is warm, easy to work with, and found
more at home, more inspired, and more seen.

Construction still underway for Memorial to Enslaved Laborers

Via live stream of memorial on UVa Memorial to Enslaved Laborers Website

As students, we’ve taken a hit for the
construction of the Memorial to Enslaved
Laborers—we now have to walk a little
farther down the corner to get to Hospital
Drive, instead of cutting across that
convenient triangle of grass. But in all
seriousness, the memorial marks a critical
and long-awaited moment to address the
uncomfortable history of the University and
it is set to be unveiled next semester.
The Memorial to Enslaved Laborers seeks to
formally acknowledge the work and lives of
enslaved African American laborers who
built this University. Though we may
oo-and-ah over the Rotunda and the way the
Lawn looks in autumn, Thomas Jefferson’s
design depended on the hard labor and work
of enslaved African American men, women,
and children. Scholars estimate that at least
5,000 slaves worked on Grounds, starting
with the construction of the Lawn in 1817
and lasting through the end of the Civil War
in 1865.
It all began when UVa professor of
architecture Frank Dukes received a grant in
2009, which led to the establishment of the
University and Community Action for

Racial Equity (UCARE). Student leaders
and activists used surveys, forums, and
focus groups to galvanize an emerging
student movement that supported the
establishment of a new memorial on
Grounds. The student group Memorial for
Enslaved Laborers (MEL) spearheaded a
design competition for a memorial dedicated
to enslaved laborers in 2011.
Also in 2011, the University installed a
memorial park outside Nau Hall that
preserves the outline of Catherine “Kitty”
Foster’s home with a structure that casts a
shadow. Foster was a free African American
seamstress who purchased land near
Grounds in 1833. The Foster site adds a
layer to the history of African Americans at
the University in the pre- and post-Civil War
eras.
“Ring Shout”
dance in
Georgia in
1930s, Photo
credit: Julia
Mianecki

Descendants of those enslaved at Monticello
gave their input on the design and content of
the Enslaved Laborers memorial. The
circular shape of the memorial echoes the
“Ring Shout,” a dance practiced by enslaved
African Americans that celebrates spiritual
liberation, and the shape also resembles a
broken shackle, to symbolize the end of
physical bondage. The diameter of the
circle—80 feet—is also the same diameter
as the Rotunda.

Photo Credit: UVa President’s Commission on Slavery and the
University

The 8-foot granite wall will bear the
inscriptions of the unknown and known
names of the thousands of laborers on
grounds. This memorial is undergirded by
years of research to uncover the names and
histories of enslaved people around UVa.
The President’s Commision on the
University in the Age of Segregation, who is
in charge of the memorial, has gone to great
lengths to find and contact the descendants
of the enslaved laborers that built the
University.

Photo Credit: Howeler + Yoon’s UVa Memorial website

Along the outer edge of the wall, marks in
the granite will depict Isabella Gibbons’
eyes. She was enslaved by a physics
professor living in a pavillion and, after
emancipation, went on to become a teacher
at the Freedman’s School (now the Jefferson
School) in Charlottesville. The first year
dormitory is named after her and her
husband, William.
Once the fences are lifted, the memorial will
be oriented next to two paths and my walk
to class can go back to the way it was. The
first leads from the memorial in the direction
of the North Star, which helped slaves find
their way to freedom in northern states and
Canada. The second path aligns with the
sunset on March 3rd, which commemorates
the day that Union troops emancipated the
local enslaved community at the conclusion
of the Civil War. In the early spring, blue
snowdrop flowers will bloom in the center
of the circle for Liberation and Freedom
Day. A public dedication of the memorial
will take place on April 11, 2020.
After that, though, there’s a ways to go
before we stop romanticizing the past,
accurately recount history, and work on
equity.

Photo Credit: Twitter, @slaveryuva

Charlottesvillians Rally to #FreeRodneyReed
On Saturday, November 17, 2019 at 2:00pm Charlottesville citizens and University of Virginia students
gathered at the Federal Court Building on the Downtown Mall to show their support for Rodney Reed, a
death row inmate, and their disapproval of his conviction and scheduled execution. The University of
Virginia chapter of the National Association of the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) have
encouraged users on Instagram to sign the petition to free Reed at FreeRodneyReed.com.
Five days before his scheduled execution, Rodney Reed has been granted a stay of execution which will
delay the process and allow for further review of his case. The stay of
execution comes after an outpouring of support from activist groups,
celebrities, and thousands of users online. Supporters have taken
particular interest in Reed’s case due to the lack of evidence against him
and his claims of racial discrimination during his prosecution.
Rodney Reed, a now 51-year-old Black man, has been in prison for two
decades after being charged with capital murder for the 1996 brutal rape
and killing of Stacey Stites, a 19-year-old white woman of Bastrop County,
Texas. The initial suspect was Jimmy Fennell, Stites’ now ex-fiancé who is
a police officer, until a semen sample found inside Stites body matched
Reed’s DNA. The sample is the only thing linking Reed to Stites, and Reed
insists that the two were engaging in a consensual affair at the time. Reed
has expressed his worries in admitting that he and Stites were intimately
involved out of fear that, as a Black man, he would be portrayed as an
aggressive overly sexual predator. Reed has not been linked to the scene of
the crime nor the weapon used in the murder. Despite this lack of
evidence, Reed was found guilty by an all-white jury. Reed and his supporters believe that racial bias
played a role in his wrongful conviction as it is based on both flawed and ignored evidence, the latter of
which includes recanted testimonies from the original trial and professional forensic opinions. All in all,
there is now hope given that Reed has been granted a stay of execution and there is new evidence
suggesting that Stites’ ex-fiancé, Fennell, is to blame for her murder.
However, the fight is not over. Rodney Reed remains behind bars and will go on trial again to determine
whether he will be exonerated or executed. This is just one of the many cases in which racism has resulted
in the wrongful arrest, incarceration and execution of Black people in this country.

